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THE MAIN OBJECTIVE OF THIS STUDY IS TO UNDERSTAND 

how timbre semantic associations—for example, 
a sound’s timbre perceived as bright, rough, or 
hollow—vary with register and pitch height across 
instruments. In this experiment, 540 online participants 
rated single, sustained notes from eight Western 
orchestral instruments (flute, oboe, bass clarinet, trum-
pet, trombone, violin, cello, and vibraphone) across 
three registers (low, medium, and high) on 20 semantic 
scales derived from Reymore and Huron (2020). The 
24 two-second stimuli, equalized in loudness, were pro-
duced using the Vienna Symphonic Library.

Exploratory modeling examined relationships 
between mean ratings of each semantic dimension and 
instrument, register, and participant musician identity 
(‘‘musician’’ vs. ‘‘nonmusician’’). For most semantic 
descriptors, both register and instrument were signifi-
cant predictors, though the amount of variance 
explained differed (marginal R2). Terms that had the 
strongest positive relationships with register include 
shrill/harsh/noisy, sparkling/brilliant/bright, ringing/long 
decay, and percussive. Terms with the strongest negative 
relationships with register include deep/thick/heavy, 
raspy/grainy/gravelly, hollow, and woody. Post hoc mod-
eling using only pitch height and only register to predict 
mean semantic rating suggests that pitch height may 
explain more variance than does register. Results help

clarify the influence of both instrument and relative
register (and pitch height) on common timbre semantic
associations.
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H OW DO LISTENERS ASSOCIATE MUSICAL

sound qualities with extramusical concepts
and descriptions? Researchers and musicians

are increasingly interested in this question (Saitis &
Weinzierl, 2019), with a particular focus on semantic
associations related to timbre, or timbre semantics,
which refer to verbal attributes describing timbral qual-
ities of musical sounds, such as bright, rough, or hollow
(cf. Wallmark & Kendall, 2018). Recent research sug-
gests that timbre semantic associations are far more
intersubjectively consistent than has been convention-
ally assumed in music scholarship (e.g., Reymore, 2021;
Saitis et al., 2017; Traube, 2004). However, data have
only been collected for a small portion of the enormous
range of timbres used in music—many different instru-
ments, both acoustic and electronic, are commonly used
in music, and furthermore, most of these instruments
produce many different timbres. Thus, many questions
remain unanswered about the semantic associations to
which this vast timbral palette may give rise, including
how timbre-semantic associations vary with pitch and/
or musical instrument register.

Existing studies often use text-based analyses that
characterize semantic associations at the level of indi-
vidual musical instruments (e.g., Reymore & Huron,
2020; Wallmark, 2019a) or perceptual studies that mea-
sure semantic responses to a circumscribed set of stim-
uli, often consisting of one sound per instrument (e.g.,
Zacharakis et al., 2014). Valuable as such studies are,
they do not account for either the huge range of timbral
variation that is available within each instrument or the
corresponding range of semantic associations. Since
timbre is famously multidimensional (McAdams et al.,
1995), it is no small task to determine how timbral
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variation with respect to various musical parameters
may be related to semantic associations across different
instruments and instrument families. The enormous
range of possible combinations of parameters for many
instruments—dynamic level (intensity), fundamental
frequency, articulation, duration, vibrato, playing tech-
nique—is a practical concern that precludes any single
study from being able to thoroughly map out the full
range of timbre semantic associations even for a single
instrument (see Reymore, in press, for further detail).
However, comparing semantic associations both within
and across instruments is relevant for composers,
orchestrators, musicians, music teachers, sound engi-
neers, and the listening public. Thus, in the current
study, we chose to study a group of eight instruments,
focusing on timbre-semantic variability related to
changes in pitch.

The classic presentation of the perceptual phenome-
non of pitch separates tone chroma (pitch class) from
pitch height (Shepard, 1982); the current study relates to
pitch height, which is correlated to the fundamental
frequency in the case of a periodic signal. As many
authors have remarked (e.g., Cox, 2016; Zbikowski,
2002), to speak of pitch ‘‘height’’ is already to invoke
an extra-auditory association, between the sensation of
pitch and vertical spatial position. This is perhaps the
most familiar example of how thoroughly metaphorical
musical discourse often is, a tendency that finds a pro-
nounced manifestation in the rich and diverse vocabu-
lary used to describe timbre (see Figure 1 in Saitis,
2019). The timbres produced by musical instruments,
and the terms used to describe them, often vary with
pitch: for example, the lowest notes of the piano can be
described as rumbling, thick, and muddy, while its high-
est notes are tinkling, thin, and clear. Such descriptions
are common in both orchestration treatises (e.g., Adler,
2002) and scholarly writings (e.g., Fink et al., 2018).

However, comparisons of relationships between pitch
and timbre across instruments are complicated by the
fact that not all instruments are physically able to play
the same range of notes. What is considered a high note
for one instrument may be considered a low note for
another: for example, the highest notes of the bassoon
overlap with the lowest notes of the flute. Here, the
concept of register becomes useful. Throughout this
paper, we use the term ‘‘register’’ to indicate a portion
of the range of a specific instrument or voice in relation
to its entire available range of notes; register is relative to
a given instrument’s available range and is categorical
(e.g., low, middle, high). We distinguish register from
‘‘pitch height,’’ the term we use to refer to the pitch
sensation that is correlated with fundamental frequency

and that is represented in our experiment by the use of
stimuli varying by note label (e.g., ‘‘C4,’’ ‘‘G5’’). Pitch
height can be discussed independently of a specific
instrument’s available range (in orchestration pedagogy,
this corresponds to the concept of ‘‘orchestral register’’).
These two concepts—register and pitch height—are
closely related, but they provide alternative operationa-
lizations by offering different reference points (i.e., the
available range of a particular instrument vs. the avail-
able range of musical notes in general).

Specific instrument registers are not defined by a fixed
range of notes, but rather are related to salient changes
in sound quality over the range of an instrument, which
emerge from the idiosyncratic physics of the sound
source (Drabkin, 2001). Descriptions of registers may
invoke common terms across different instruments: for
example, the low registers of the piano, clarinet, and
cello may all be described as dark and rich. Previous
research suggests that register may contribute timbral
qualities independent of fundamental frequency—
a machine learning model using Linear Discriminant
Analysis (LDA) reported in Weihs et al. (2005) demon-
strated highly successful classification of register with
only spectral information as input (see also Thoret et al.,
2021).

In designing the present study, we opted to focus on
register rather than on pitch height. This choice was
motivated in part by the essential role of register in
compositional and orchestrational thinking; register
is especially important for writing music with the prac-
tical limitations of instruments in mind. Methodolog-
ically, examining register is advantageous due to the
relative nature of the concept: as described above, not
all instruments can produce a single given note, but all
(pitched) orchestral instruments have low, middle, and
high registers. This is especially germane for compar-
ing instruments with no registral overlap, such as the
flute and the contrabassoon. Finally, while it seems
intuitive that corresponding registers between differ-
ent instruments should give rise to similar semantic
associations, this has not yet been established
empirically.

Although the study design was optimized to measure
the effect of register, the data allow for secondary anal-
ysis from the perspective of pitch height. Thus, follow-
ing our initial analysis of register, we also report an
alternate analysis of pitch height.

Timbre, Pitch, and Register

Most of the seminal timbre psychoacoustics literature
uses stimuli of the same note to control for the
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perceptual influence of fundamental frequency (Grey
1977; Kendall & Carterette, 1993; McAdams et al.,
1995; Zacharakis et al., 2015). Several notes have been
used in previous work, most commonly E�4 (e.g., Eerola,
Alluri, & Ferrer, 2012; Saitis & Siedenburg 2020; Wall-
mark, 2019b). E�4 corresponds to a fundamental fre-
quency of approximately 311 Hz (in an equal
tempered scale tuned at 440 Hz), which represents the
‘‘average’’ pitch in many music corpora (Huron, 2001).
Although keeping the note played and other parameters
such as duration and loudness constant reduces con-
founding variables, this paradigm suffers in ecological
validity (Siddiq et al., 2018). Furthermore, in studies of
instrument timbre, keeping the note played constant
across stimuli may necessarily exclude certain instru-
ments or involve the inclusion of extreme low/high
notes, which can lead to non-idiomatic tone production.

Contrastingly, relatively few experiments have inves-
tigated interactions between pitch and timbre, despite
evidence that distinctions are relevant to timbre proces-
sing. Differences over an octave may increase the diffi-
culty of identifying common sound sources (Handel &
Erickson, 2001; Marozeau et al., 2003), though Steele
and Williams (2006) demonstrated that musicians
appear to be more successful than nonmusicians at this
task. Speeded classification tasks have observed interac-
tions of pitch and timbre (Krumhansl & Iverson, 1992).
An experiment reported by Allen and Oxenham (2014),
moreover, observed interference effects of fundamental
frequency and timbre, with results suggesting that fun-
damental frequency and auditory brightness are tightly
related (see also Cousineau et al., 2014; Marozeau & de
Cheveigné, 2007; Melara & Marks, 1990; Schubert &
Wolfe, 2006; Siedenburg, 2018).

Timbral differences across instrumental registers have
also been considered in experiments assessing the
semantic and affective connotations of timbre. In an
interlanguage semantic ratings study, Zacharakis et al.
(2014) developed stimuli consisting of acoustic instru-
ment signals of a few pitch classes spread across three
octaves. They reported that fundamental frequency was
negatively correlated with mass-related terms among
English speakers, and positively correlated with lumi-
nance-related terms among Greek speakers. McAdams
et al. (2017) investigated effects of music training, pitch
register, and instrument family on affect ratings. Using
isolated orchestral instrument samples of E � across
seven octaves (E�1 to E�7), the researchers reported that
pitch register was a significant predictor of valence,
tension arousal, and energy arousal and was also
involved in significant interactions in these models.
Finally, Reymore (in press) used the 20-dimensional

semantic model presented in Reymore and Huron
(2020) to collect ratings of recordings of two instru-
ments, oboe and French horn, playing at three dynamics
across four relative register levels. These results revealed
that within-instrument timbral variability may be quite
complex. While some trends between register and mean
semantic ratings were linear, others followed different
patterns; for example, soft/singing was less prevalent in
the highest and lowest registers of the oboe but was
especially prominent in the middle registers. Similarities
between the oboe and French horn were evident within
some semantic scales, but others showed different activ-
ity between the two instruments, and interactions were
observed between register and dynamics for some
scales. Several terms showed significant relationships
to register for both instruments, including shrill/noisy,
rumbling/low, and sparkling/brilliant.

Such semantic interactions between timbre and pitch
or register have also been reported in studies of cross-
sensory associations between music and color, offering
converging evidence from another domain of the
importance of timbre/pitch relationships. Using piano
and string tones, Ward et al. (2006) found the increase
of brightness with ascending pitch as a common under-
lying mechanism for timbre-color mappings in both
sound-color synesthetes (individuals who involuntarily
experience a color when hearing a certain note/sound)
and non-synesthetes. A correlation of higher funda-
mental frequencies and brighter grayscales was also
reported for non-synesthetes by Adeli et al. (2014), who
examined mappings between musical instrument
sounds and colored shapes (though note that pitched
stimuli were filtered to share the same normalized tem-
poral envelope, which might have compromised their
timbral integrity). Reuter et al. (2018) investigated tim-
bre-color associations in non-synesthetes using 60
orchestral sounds (ten instruments, three notes, two
playing styles). Similar to our study, each instrument
was represented by a low, a medium, and a high note
relative to its range, but only one pitch class (E) was
used in sampling notes across registers (we used two
pitch classes, see ‘‘Method’’). Although some instru-
ments were significantly matched with certain colors
(e.g., violin with yellow, bassoon/cello/tuba with
brown), grouping the most frequent color selections for
each instrument by register revealed that timbre-color
mappings were dominated by the concurrence of
ascending pitch and increasing brightness. Generally,
higher stimuli were more often matched with lighter
colors (consistent with Ward et al. 2006), as well as more
saturated colors, while stimuli from the lower registers
tended to be paired with darker colors. A systematic
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shift of color hue towards more yellow tones at higher
notes was also observed.

Study Aims

The main objective of this study is to investigate how
timbre semantic associations vary with instrument
register and pitch height across instruments. Although
several timbre studies have incorporated pitch differ-
ences into their design, registration remains under-
theorized in the timbre semantics literature. Further,
sample sizes of previous studies have been relatively
small, diminishing the generalizability of the findings.
The present experiment aims to explore the contribu-
tion of instrument and register in the generation of
semantic associations involving timbre. To do so, we
recruited a large global online sample of English-fluent
participants to rate eight orchestral instrument sounds
spanning two pitch classes (C and G) across five
octaves (C2 to C7) on 20 semantic scales. Our
approach is built from the understanding that timbre
is a perceptual phenomenon, and that timbre is both
a quality and a contributor to source identity (Sieden-
burg & McAdams, 2017).

This project was also motivated by the authors’
involvement with the ongoing interinstitutional Com-
poser-performer Orchestration Research Ensembles, or
CORE Project, which is realized in the context of the
international ACTOR Partnership (Analysis, Creation,
and Teaching of Orchestration; actorproject.org/work-
ing-groups/core). CORE doubles as an educational
experience for performance and composition students
and as an opportunity to document and research crea-
tive processes with specific focus on timbre and orches-
tration. In choosing instruments as stimuli for the
current study, we included instruments from the CORE
ensemble: violin, bass clarinet, trombone, and vibra-
phone. The CORE Project continues to produce dozens
of new compositions by emerging composers for an
instrumentation which is common to all participating
institutions; thus, the results of the current experiment,
by addressing this instrumentation, provide valuable
information for analyzing perceptual effects created in
these pieces. By studying the variation of semantic asso-
ciations with register among CORE Project instru-
ments, we aim to: 1) contribute to the ongoing work
of analyzing the resultant pieces, particularly in under-
standing semantic and perceptual effects; and 2) pro-
vide a resource for composers in future rounds of this
project, who will be composing using the same
instrumentation.

Method

PARTICIPANTS

For this online perceptual study, a general global sample
of 590 adults were recruited using the Prolific platform
(prolific.com). Thirty-six participants were removed
due to incomplete responses (time-outs). We next
assessed the data for suspected ‘‘bots’’ (computer pro-
gram) and/or ‘‘farmers’’ (phony participants in server
farms), which have grown increasingly prevalent in
online subject pools in recent years (e.g., Chmielewski
& Kucker, 2020). Multiple data quality checks were per-
formed in this assessment, and data were flagged if
answers appeared to be repeated or random; interrater
correlation was low (r < .10); headphone check (follow-
ing Woods et al., 2017) failed two consecutive times;
time spent on the instructions or total experiment was
impossibly low; and/or answers given in the free
response attention check questions were missing or
nonsensical (see ‘‘Procedure’’). Based on a holistic con-
sideration of these flagged cases, 13 participants were
cut. We also cut one duplicate participant.

The remaining 540 participants (242 females, 293
males, 3 other, 2 not disclosed) were fluent in English
(self-reported via Prolific) and came from a range of
musical backgrounds. Using the single-question item
from the Ollen Musical Sophistication Index (2006),
81% of the participants self-identified as non-musicians
(‘‘non-musician’’ and ‘‘music-loving non-musician’’);
19% identified as musicians (‘‘amateur,’’ ‘‘serious ama-
teur,’’ ‘‘semiprofessional,’’ and ‘‘professional’’; see Supple-
mentary Material at mp.ucpress.edu for full breakdown).
The average participant age was 26.9 years (range 18–71,
SD = 8.7). Participants were paid $4.15 USD for taking
part in the study. The experiment took M = 36 minutes to
complete (SD = 12 m). The study was approved by the
University of Oregon Institutional Review Board.

DESIGN

In this repeated-measures design, participants listened
to brief recordings of instruments playing sustained
notes (approximately two seconds) and rated these
sounds on 20 semantic scales. We manipulated two
independent variables: register and instrument. Specif-
ically, the stimuli included eight instruments (flute,
oboe, bass clarinet, trumpet, trombone, violin, cello,
vibraphone); each instrument was represented by notes
from three registers (low, middle, high), for a total of 24
stimuli. Participants were shown word prompts consist-
ing of 20 orthogonal semantic dimensions for timbre
(see ‘‘Semantic Scales’’ below for further detail).
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MATERIALS

Sound Stimuli
Stimuli came from the Vienna Symphonic Library Cube
(2011), a sample library of recorded sounds played by
professional musicians. Stimuli included the natural
attack and were edited to 1.5s sustains plus the natural
decay of the sound, which varied slightly in length
among the stimuli, dependent upon the envelope. All
sounds were adjusted to a matching ANSI-loudness
level (American National Standards Institute) using the
Genesis loudness toolbox in MATLAB. In this proce-
dure, the loudness of each sound was first computed
using the Moore model. Next, the median of all loud-
ness values was computed across all stimuli, and finally,
each sound was adjusted to this median value. Although
this process helps to equalize loudness, additional var-
iability is likely present due to differences in individual
perception and participant headphones. In choosing the
instruments to be rated, we began by including the four
instruments that have been used in the CORE Project
(see ‘‘Study Aims’’): violin, bass clarinet, trombone, and
vibraphone. Vibraphone sounds were bowed, rather
than struck, to maintain consistency of excitation type
across the instruments of the stimuli set; all other

stimuli were produced with standard playing techni-
ques. We then added flute, oboe, trumpet, and cello in
order to balance the range of the stimuli and to maxi-
mize the variability of orchestral timbres tested. We note
that the vibraphone emerges as something of an outlier
among our chosen instruments: the only percussion
instrument, the only idiophone, the only instrument
played with a technique other than its default, and the
only instrument that is not a standard member of the
traditional symphony orchestra. As our goals included
understanding how instrument type might affect the
relationship between a semantic category and register,
we determined that the variability offered by the vibra-
phone was advantageous.

Each of the eight instruments was represented by
a low, a medium, and a high note relative to its range.
We sought to minimize the number of pitch classes used
to avoid potential effects of intervals between stimuli on
semantic judgments. However, use of a single pitch class
precluded thorough representation of all three registers
in all instruments; accordingly, two pitch classes, C and
G, were used in sampling notes across registers, which
allowed access to all three registers on all instruments.
The interval of a perfect fifth, moreover, was deemed

FIGURE 1. Distribution of stimuli for each instrument. Staves illustrate all available pitch classes C and G within each instrument’s range; squares

indicate the notes used as stimuli. The summary staff illustrates which notes were represented by which instruments; two notes (C3 and G2) were not

used as stimuli.
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preferable to intervals that could confound our results
with affective connotations via order effects (e.g.,
a minor third). The selection technique prioritized this
low-medium-high distribution across individual instru-
ment ranges. The resulting set of notes is distributed
reasonably well across the orchestral ambitus, though
not all notes are represented the same number of times
in the stimulus set (see Figure 1).

Semantic Scales
The semantic scales used in the rating task were derived
from the 20-dimensional model presented in Reymore
and Huron (2020), which was built from the results of
open-ended interviews and rating tasks. In that study,
principal component analysis (PCA) was used to gen-
erate the model’s dimensions; these 20 dimensions have
proven useful in capturing timbre semantic variation
(e.g., Reymore, 2021; Reymore, in press). The dimen-
sions of the original model include varying numbers of
descriptors, up to seven individual terms per dimension.
To reduce cognitive load on participants and decrease
the length of the current experiment, we included a max-
imum of three terms per scale. Table 1 contains the 20
semantic scales used in the experiment.

Given the range of sounds of the stimuli set, which
included eight instruments varying in register, we first
considered the possibility that some of the dimensions
might display little variance and could thus be trimmed
from the experiment to increase its tractability. Accord-
ingly, we ran a pilot study with 20 participants to finalize
the stimuli set and to potentially reduce the number of
semantic scales. However, after considering analyses of
pilot study results (correlation matrix among ratings,
PCA results, and hierarchical clustering), we deter-
mined that, consistent with previous work, the original
20 scales were indeed optimal for this study.

PROCEDURE

Participants were routed from the Prolific recruitment
site to GlistenIQ (Bailly, 2020), a custom platform
hosted on Google Cloud Platform and created using
Node.js and standard web technologies. After

consenting, participants answered demographic ques-
tions and questions about their musical background.
Participants were asked to wear headphones for the
duration of the experiment, and a headphone check
following Woods et al. (2017) was implemented: parti-
cipants judged the relative loudness of pairs of tones,
where one of the tones was presented 180� out of phase
across stereo channels, a task that is easy with head-
phones but difficult over loudspeakers due to phase-
cancellation. If a participant failed the check, they were
given one chance to redo the check. Next, for the pur-
pose of familiarization with the range of stimuli, parti-
cipants listened to a sound file containing 400 ms clips
of all the stimuli (in a randomized sequence). Two trial
ratings of sounds not included in the main study were
made so that participants could adjust to using the
interface. Instruction texts are included in the Supple-
mentary Materials at mp.ucpress.edu.

During the main task, participants were provided with
a semantic descriptor and then listened to a set of 24
recordings of musical instruments playing sustained
sounds, rating each sound according to the given descrip-
tor. Specifically, they were prompted to rate how well
each scale described the sound being played. This process
was repeated for each of the 20 semantic scales; that is, all
24 sounds were rated on a single scale before moving on
to the next scale. Instructions specified that when scales
consisted of more than one word, participants should
base their rating on the word in each set that they felt
was most applicable. Ratings were made using the num-
ber keys on the keyboard on a scale from 1 (‘‘does not
describe at all/does not apply’’) to 5 (‘‘describes extremely
well’’). The midpoint of the scale (3) was designated as
‘‘describes moderately well.’’ Sounds were automatically
loaded and played at the beginning of each new prompt,
and participants were permitted to replay a sound once.
A progress bar was displayed at the top of the screen to
inform participants of total study duration.

The order of presentation of the scales was random-
ized for each participant, as was the order of audio
stimuli within each scale block. Two attention check
questions were employed at random over the course

TABLE 1. Semantic Scales Used in the Experiment

deep, thick, heavy brassy, metallic woody
smooth, singing, sweet raspy, grainy, gravelly muted, veiled
project, commanding, powerful ringing, long decay sustained, even
nasal, buzzy, pinched sparkling, brilliant, bright open
shrill, harsh, noisy airy, breathy focused, compact
percussive (sharp beginning) resonant, vibrant watery, fluid
pure, clear, clean hollow

Note: Scales were derived from Reymore and Huron (2020) but were limited to a maximum of three terms per scale.
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of the experiment requesting that participants identify,
to the best of their ability, the last instrument they
heard.

Results

All analyses were carried out in R (R Core Team, 2020;
version 4.0.5). Our final dataset consisted of 540 parti-
cipants’ ratings of the 24 instrument stimuli on 20
semantic scales. Table 2 below reports the mean and
standard deviation of each stimulus that received the
highest mean rating for each semantic scale. Ratings
were generally in accord with expectations based on
casual observation. For example, the highest rated stim-
ulus on the airy/breathy scale was the flute in the middle
register, while the sound rated highest on woody was
deemed to be the cello in the low register, and the most
sparkling/brilliant/bright sound was the oboe in the high
register. Conversely, we can consider the top descriptors
for each stimulus. For example, the top descriptor for
oboe in the low register was sustained/even, for the
middle register was pure/clear/clean, and for the high
register was shrill/harsh/noisy.

Figure 2 illustrates mean ratings by instrument type
and register. Although some terms show consistent pat-
terns across registers for all instruments (e.g., deep/
thick/heavy, sparkling/brilliant/bright), it is evident from
the figure that other terms show varied types of relation-
ships between semantic association and register,

dependent on instrument type (e.g., brassy/metallic, res-
onant/vibrant). For illustrations of mean ratings on reg-
ister (averaged across instruments) and mean ratings on
instrument (averaged across register), see the Supple-
mentary Materials at mp.ucpress.edu.

One intriguing observation was that mean ratings of
brassy/metallic among the 24 stimuli show the least
amount of variance (range = 2.21–2.96), despite the
inclusion of two brass instruments, suggesting that
perceived brassiness may be a product of interactions
between instruments and other parameters such as
dynamics and or playing technique. Additionally, as
all instruments played for approximately the same
duration, it is unsurprising that there is very little var-
iance among ratings of sustained/even (range = 2.86–
3.74). The exception to this was the vibraphone, whose
bowing technique, along with the extended ring at the
end of the sound, scored lowest overall on sustained/
even.

Finally, we can illustrate the results using radar plots
(Figure 3), following the approach of Reymore (2021).
In examining these plots, the vibraphone stands out as
demonstrating relatively little semantic variation across
registers as compared to the other instruments. By way
of contrast, for example, flute, violin, and cello were
more likely to be considered shrill/harsh/noisy in the
upper register, and bass clarinet, trombone, and cello
were rated as more deep/thick/heavy in the lower regis-
ter compared to middle and high.

TABLE 2. Top Rated Instrument/Register for Each Semantic Scale, with Associated Mean and Standard Deviation

Semantic scale Instrument Register M SD

airy, breathy flute middle 3.69 1.22
brassy, metallic trombone low 2.96 1.49
deep, thick, heavy cello low 4.76 0.64
focused, compact trombone high 3.14 1.14
hollow vibraphone low 3.46 1.46
muted, veiled vibraphone low 3.49 1.35
nasal, buzzy, pinched trombone low 3.06 1.49
open bass clarinet high 3.25 1.09
percussive (sharp beginning) violin high 3.65 1.51
pure, clear, clean vibraphone high 3.78 1.37
projecting, commanding, powerful cello low 3.97 1.21
raspy, grainy, gravelly cello low 3.94 1.30
resonant, vibrant cello low 3.44 1.52
ringing, long decay violin high 3.83 1.37
shrill, harsh, noisy violin high 4.54 0.94
smooth, singing, sweet flute middle 3.85 1.15
sparkling, brilliant, bright oboe high 3.81 1.13
sustained, even trumpet medium 3.74 1.09
watery, fluid vibraphone low 3.68 1.40
woody cello low 3.35 1.46
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FIGURE 2. Mean ratings by instrument type and register. Within each panel, lines connect mean ratings for low, middle, and high registers of each

instrument (left to right); instruments are coded by color. From left to right, instruments are flute, oboe, bass clarinet, trumpet, trombone, violin, cello,

vibraphone.
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FIGURE 2. (Continued).
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Analysis

EXPLORATORY CORRELATION MATRIX

First, the correlation matrix of ratings by dimension was
examined to assess the independence of the 20 cate-
gories, following Reymore (2021). That is, if the 20
semantic categories are perceptually distinct for the
stimuli in this study, we would expect that no two cate-
gories should demonstrate strong correlations. Indeed,
no strong correlations were observed between pairs of
dimensions. The matrix included 12 moderate correla-
tions ranging in absolute value from r = .30 to .43; the
other correlations were each less than .30. The strongest
positive correlation was between deep/thick/heavy and
raspy/grainy/gravelly, r(12742) = .43, 95% CI [.42, .45], p
< .001, and strongest negative correlation was between
deep/thick/heavy and sparkling/brilliant/bright, r(12762)
= –.42, 95% CI [–.44, –.41], p < .001. These results are
similar to those of Reymore (2021), in which

participants used the same 20 semantic categories to
rate imagined typical sounds of 34 instruments: in that
study, only 26 of the unique correlations had absolute
values � .30.

HIERARCHICAL CLUSTERING

Hierarchical clustering was performed on the rating
data to illustrate relationships among stimuli within the
20 semantic categories (Figure 4). This analysis was
carried out using the hclust() function in the stats pack-
age, which uses Ward linkage with Euclidean distance.

A number of explanations for the semantic groupings
represented in this dendrogram seem plausible. Most
obviously, we might expect sounds produced by the
same instrument to generate similar semantic profiles.
Intriguingly, however, nearest-neighbor pairs suggested
by this model are not primarily grouped by instrument
(apart from the vibraphone, which stands alone in that
its low, medium, and high notes are clustered together).

FIGURE 2. (Continued).
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FIGURE 3. Radar plots illustrating mean semantic ratings for each instrument at three registers (high, middle, low). Mean ratings for each semantic

category are represented via value on the circle radius; semantic categories are indicated by the first term (for complete categories, see Table 1).

Profiles for the low register stimuli are shown in the darkest color, while profiles for the middle register are of a medium lightness, and the profiles for

the high register are shown in the lightest color.
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We might also expect to observe grouping by instru-
ment family, with strings, woodwinds, brass, and
percussion producing internally consistent and distinct
semantic profiles. This also does not appear to be
a strong factor, at least not according to the conven-
tional orchestral families, as all the clusters contain
representatives of at least two different families (with
the exception of the vibraphone-only cluster). We also
considered the groupings in relation to Hornbostel-
Sachs system as used in organology. However, although
all the instruments in the first cluster are aerophones,
three of the five groupings also cross boundaries of the
basic Hornbostel-Sachs categories, including both chor-
dophones and aerophones. Excitation method also
seems not to be a strong factor, as the bowed vibraphone
is more closely clustered with the blown aerophones
than with the bowed chordophones. In sum, these
results are not easily explained on the basis of instru-
mental differences alone.

Considering pitch height, however, provides a much
more satisfying interpretation of the clusters. The clus-
ters themselves group neatly by overall orchestral reg-
ister, containing between one and four notes that are
always consecutive according to our overall schema
(again, excepting the vibraphone-only cluster). We may
consider these to be a high cluster (G5–C7), a medium-
high cluster (C5–G5), a medium-low cluster (G3–G4),
and a low cluster (C2). This model is not perfect, as
there is a small amount of overlap: both the high cluster

and the medium-high cluster contain the note G5, indi-
cating that there is still a role for instrumental differ-
ences. Nevertheless, the trend for semantic groupings to
correspond with pitch height is clear. Relative register
also appears to be a predictor, although it is difficult to
disentangle the relative roles of pitch height and register.
For example, the low cluster contains only the lowest
notes from each of the three instruments represented.
All other clusters contain mixtures of relative registers:
for example, the medium-high cluster contains the high
note of the bass clarinet and the middle notes of the
oboe, flute, and trumpet.

EXPLORATORY LINEAR MIXED EFFECTS MODELS

To first determine the optimal modeling approach for
our data, we computed exploratory models that exam-
ined relationships between ratings of each semantic
dimension and instrument, register, and musical iden-
tity (‘‘musician’’ vs. ‘‘nonmusician’’) of the participant.
As noted above, register was categorical, relative to each
instrument (3 levels: ‘‘high,’’ ‘‘middle,’’ or ‘‘low’’). Musi-
cian identity was derived from responses to the Ollen
(2006) single-measure item as a binary category,
either ‘‘musician’’ or ‘‘nonmusician.’’ Specifically, we
considered instrument, register, and musical back-
ground as predictors of mean semantic ratings.

The model building process included an initial assess-
ment of the 20 models’ random structures and consid-
eration of the inclusion of the musical background

FIGURE 3. (Continued).
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variable via log likelihood ratio tests. Specifically, log
likelihood ratio tests were first used to compare models
with random intercepts only (for participant and stim-
ulus) to models with a maximal random effects struc-
ture (based on the methods of McAdams et al., 2017).
The maximal effects structure included random inter-
cepts for participant with random slopes for instrument
and register and random intercepts for stimulus with
random slopes for musical background. We observed
that the addition of random slopes significantly
increased the goodness-of-fit of all 20 models, and so
the maximal random structure was maintained moving
forward. Next, log likelihood tests were used again, this
time to determine whether musical background signif-
icantly contributed to each model. Results were mixed:
while most models did not see a significant improve-
ment in goodness-of-fit with the musical background

variable, five models did (percussive, raspy/grainy/grav-
elly, airy/breathy, woody, and muted/veiled). Conse-
quently, the musical background variable and the
random slope for musical background were included
only in these five models moving forward.

Multiple linear mixed effects models for each seman-
tic dimension were then assessed using the dredge()
function from the MuMIn package (Barton, 2009),
a model selection approach that compares fit among
multiple model configurations. Both instrument and
register were fixed for inclusion in the final model. This
analysis consistently suggested the inclusion of only
instrument and register as fixed effects (no interac-
tions), based on consideration of model rankings by
AIC, BIC, and AICc. This conclusion applied to all 20
models, including those five that had retained the musi-
cal background slope and variable in the previous step.

FIGURE 4. (A) shows hierarchical clustering of 24 stimuli (varied by instrument and register) from ratings of 20 semantic dimensions, showing

register and pitch height. Notes and clusters are illustrated on a staff, ordered by pitch height, in (B).
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Although the musical background variable was
removed from the final models for these five dimen-
sions, the musical background slope was still included.

Register and Instrument
Statistical significance for these final linear mixed effects
models was determined through Type III Wald chi-
squared tests. Results are shown in Table 3. For most
models, main effects of both register and instrument
were significant. Brassy/metallic was exceptional in that
neither register nor instrument were significant predic-
tors of scale performance. Several models indicated sig-
nificant main effects of one variable but not the other:
for example, while register was significant for open,
instrument was not; conversely, while instrument was
significant for focused/compact, nasal/buzzy/pinched,
and sustained/even, register was not. Conditional and
marginal R2 values for the final models were calculated
using the r.squaredGLMM() function from the MuMIn
package (Barton, 2009). The semantic scales in Table 3
are listed in order of marginal R2 values (that is, R2 for
fixed effects only) from highest to lowest. Terms that
showed the strongest positive associations with register
include shrill/harsh/noisy, sparkling/brilliant/bright,
ringing/long decay, and percussive; terms with the stron-
gest negative associations with register include deep/

thick/heavy, raspy/grainy/gravelly, hollow, and woody
(see Figure 5).

Register vs. Pitch Height
In addition to asking the question of how register, a var-
iable relative to each instrument, affects semantic asso-
ciations with timbre, we can also consider how pitch
height affects the same semantic associations. Recall
that the term ‘‘register’’ refers only to the position of
a given note within the overall available range on a given
instrument. Because instruments vary greatly in range,
the same note may be in the low register of one instru-
ment but in the high register of another. Our principal
interest in register came in part from the possibility that
certain timbral qualities may be associated with register;
that is, the highest and lowest notes an instrument is
capable of playing may share particular semantic asso-
ciations. The results of the exploratory modeling
described above suggest that this is the case.

However, as we saw earlier in the hierarchical cluster
analysis, another question remains as to what extent
explanations of semantic variance from register overlap
with explanations from pitch height and whether one of
these factors explains more variance than the other.
Thus, we focus in our post hoc analysis on critically
comparing pitch height and register. Two models were

TABLE 3. Dimensions Ordered by Marginal R2, Along with Significance of Register and Instrument

Register Instrument

Model (semantic scale) Marginal R2 w2 p w2 p

deep, thick, heavy .53 102.61 < .001** 84.14 < .001**
sparkling, brilliant, bright .30 140.08 < .001** 110.91 < .001**
shrill, harsh, noisy .29 37.19 < .001** 53.48 < .001**
raspy, grainy, gravellyy .20 52.76 < .001** 45.55 < .001**
projecting, commanding, powerful .20 33.07 < .001** 92.86 < .001**
muted, veiledy .16 16.42 < .001** 129.56 < .001**
watery, fluid .15 15.26 < .001** 110.34 < .001**
percussivey .14 42.89 < .001** 74.34 < .001**
smooth, singing, sweet .13 10.45 .005** 20.25 .005**
woodyy .13 46.63 < .001** 61.89 < .001**
hollow .12 39.91 < .001** 84.53 < .001**
pure, clear, clean .11 18.18 < .001** 25.44 < .001**
ringing, long decay .10 40.44 < .001** 123.74 < .001**
airy, breathyy .09 8.79 .01* 59.29 < .001**
sustained, even .08 3.54 .17 51.20 < .001**
resonant, vibrant .03 10.10 .006** 62.01 < .001**
nasal, buzzy, pinched .03 3.43 .18 39.81 < .001**
open .02 8.08 .02* 6.22 .51
focused, compact .02 2.40 .30 16.74 .02*
brassy, metallic .01 4.22 .12 13.26 .07

Note: Degrees of freedom for all models for Register was 2 and for Instrument was 7.
y indicates that random slope for the musician variable was included in the final model. * p < .05; ** p < .01.
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FIGURE 5. Example estimated marginal means and 95% confidence intervals for (A) four semantic scales with the strongest positive associations

with register (sparkling/brilliant/bright, shrill/harsh/noisy, ringing/long decay, and percussive); (B) four semantic scales with the strongest negative

associations with register (deep/thick/heavy, raspy/grainy/gravelly, hollow, woody). Graphs of estimated marginal means for register and for

instrument for all 20 terms can be found in the Supplementary Materials at mp.ucpress.edu.
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considered for each semantic scale, one using only pitch
height as a fixed effect and one using only register as
a fixed effect. Both types of models included the random
effects structures determined through the initial analy-
sis; however, the pitch height models included pitch
height as a random slope, whereas the register models
included register as a random slope. As with register,
pitch height was modeled as a categorical variable.
Recall that we designed the experiment to principally
consider register; across stimuli, registers were repre-
sented equally (that is, each instrument was represented
once at each of three relative levels). However, notes
were not distributed evenly across stimuli due to the
instruments used; although this distribution is not ideal
for modeling, all models nonetheless converged
successfully.

Log likelihood tests showed that all pitch height-only
models demonstrated significantly better goodness-of-
fit than register-only models (all p values < .001). We
also compared marginal R2 values between the two
types of models. Table 4 reports marginal R2 (fixed
effects only) for models that demonstrated a significant
effect for either pitch height, register, or both. The mar-
ginal R2 for pitch height models was consistently higher
than that of the register models, suggesting that
although both register and pitch height are related to
timbre semantic associations, pitch height explains
more variance in semantic ratings than does register.
It should be noted that the pitch height variable
included nine categories, whereas the register variable

included three; the additional degrees of freedom may
contribute to the increase in R2.

Discussion

The present experiment examined the effects of instru-
ment and register on timbre semantic associations.
Analyzing semantic ratings data from a large global
sample, we found, for the first time, that most of the
20 ubiquitous semantic categories for timbre vary with
register and instrument. Exceptions include brassy/
metallic, which did not significantly vary with either
register or instrument; sustained/even, nasal/buzzy/
pinched, and focused/compact, which varied with instru-
ment but not with register; and open, which varied with
register but not with instrument. However, considering
marginal R2 as a measure of effect size, it is apparent
that magnitude varies greatly among semantic cate-
gories. This measure is particularly important in the
interpretation of the results. For example, it is apparent
that for those cases described above in which instru-
ment, register, or both were not significant, the marginal
R2 values are low (all under .10). In other cases, as with
airy/breathy and resonant/vibrant, both register and
instrument were significant, yet R2 is again less than
.10. The secondary analyses comparing pitch height-
only and register-only models also provide insight into
the effect size with respect to pitch height and register
specifically (in comparison to the instrument-register
models reported in the primary analysis, where R2

values may include overlapping variance). In other
words, although our primary analysis demonstrated sig-
nificant relationships between register and semantic cat-
egory for 16 of the 20 models, the effect size for many of
these categories is relatively small. Indeed, the second-
ary analysis reveals that register alone explains 5% or
more of the variance for only 8 of the 20 categories.
Among these, four categories stand out as most relevant
for both register and pitch height: deep/thick/heavy,
sparkling/brilliant/bright, shrill/harsh/noisy, and raspy/
grainy/gravelly.

In interpreting our results, one should also keep in
mind that our a priori model selection method resulted
in models with no interaction terms, as interactions did
not significantly improve model fit. However, examina-
tion of the mean ratings by both instrument and register
(Figure 1) demonstrates that there may often be at least
potential mild interaction between instrument and reg-
ister, in that not all instruments always change on
a given category with respect to register in the same
manner. Thus, the results of the exploratory modeling
reported here suggest which semantic categories

TABLE 4. Marginal R2 for Pitch Height-Only vs. Register-Only Mixed
Effects Models for the 13 Semantic Scales with R2 Values Equal to
or Greater than .05 for Either Pitch Height or Register

Marginal R2

Semantic Scale
Pitch height

only
Register

only

deep, thick, heavy .54 .29
sparkling, brilliant, bright .29 .16
shrill, harsh, noisy .20 .12
raspy, grainy, gravelly .20 .08
projecting, commanding,

powerful
.13 .05

woody .12 .05
pure, clear, clean .09 .05
percussive .09 .05
smooth, singing, sweet .08 .04
hollow .08 .04
muted/veiled .06 .03
ringing, long decay .06 .02
watery/fluid .05 .02
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demonstrate global effects of register on semantic rat-
ing, but this does not necessarily mean that each indi-
vidual instrument always follows the same pattern.
Furthermore, it is also possible that terms that did not
reach significance or that explain little variance globally
(such as nasal/buzzy/pinched or open) might actually
demonstrate variation by register for certain individual
instruments but not for others. For example, register
explained very little overall variance for ratings of open.
However, observation of rating means (Figure 1) sug-
gests that open hardly varied at all with register for oboe,
violin, and vibraphone but did show notable variation
for other instruments, such as the bass clarinet and
trombone.

To explore in more detail how the semantic-register
relationship can vary among instruments, consider Fig-
ure 2. We can see that some terms showed directional
effects of register that were clearly consistent across all
eight instruments, including deep/thick/heavy, spar-
kling/brilliant/bright, woody, hollow, and ringing/long
decay. However, even among terms that demonstrated
overall significance, we can observe that not all instru-
ments behaved in similar ways. For example, for
smooth/singing/sweet, the bass clarinet and trombone
showed increased mean ratings with higher register
(positive relationship). However, flute, oboe, trumpet,
violin, and cello were all deemed to be most smooth/
singing/sweet in their middle registers but less so in both
the low and high register (convex relationship). The
bowed vibraphone was exceptional in that it showed
almost no difference with respect to this semantic cat-
egory in relation to register. As a second example,
although most instruments decreased on ratings of
raspy/grainy/gravelly as register increased (negative rela-
tionship), the flute and the oboe were least raspy/grainy/
gravelly in their middle registers (concave relationship).

Thus, it may be useful to consider the categories that
did not demonstrate significant relationships with reg-
ister in order to refine our understanding of how these
relationships may or may not vary by instrument. For
example, all instruments showed little variation on
brassy/metallic with respect to register; however, flute,
oboe, and cello demonstrated concave relationships,
with the middle register rated as least brassy/metallic.
The trumpet decreased on brassy/metallic with register
(negative relationship), while the violin increased (pos-
itive relationship). Although these effects are small, they
nonetheless may be compositionally useful in some cir-
cumstances. Previously, we noted that mean brassy/
metallic ratings demonstrated the least amount of var-
iation among the stimuli and suggested that this seman-
tic category may be more closely related to parameters

other than pitch, such as dynamics or playing tech-
nique. Another possible contributing factor to this lack
of variation might be differences in the understanding
between musicians and nonmusicians of the terms
‘‘brassy’’ and ‘‘metallic’’ as applied to timbre. Note that
the semantic category was derived from studies involv-
ing professional musicians, whereas our current parti-
cipants were largely nonmusicians, and our musician
participants were nearly all amateurs. It is unclear, for
example, to what extent knowledge of an instrument’s
material influences ratings of relevant terms, including
brassy/metallic and woody.

In general, more research is needed to understand
potential differences in how musicians and nonmusi-
cians apply semantic terms to timbre. Our consider-
ation of this question in the current experiment is to
some extent limited by the imbalance between musi-
cians and nonmusicians in our sample: note that as our
research question did not involve differences between
these groups, we did not aim to recruit equal numbers.
For this reason, musician identity was included in the
exploratory modeling procedure as a potential fixed
effect. Although the dredge() step of the procedure ulti-
mately did not recommend including musician identity
in the final models, earlier steps showed that the addi-
tion of musician identity as a predictor significantly
improved model fit for 5 of the 20 semantic categories.
This suggests that music training may play a role in
timbre semantics; however, this preliminary result
requires direct testing in future work.

It should be noted that because of potential instru-
ment-register differences, our global results from the
models may be in part a product of the particular set
of eight instruments that were chosen for the experi-
ment and the extent to which they demonstrated similar
trends to the other instruments in the group. That is,
they do not necessarily represent global trends across all
musical instruments. However, the eight instruments
used here are diverse in instrument family and range,
providing a solid representation of typical Western
orchestral instruments. In future research, it will be
necessary to expand the palette of instrumental sounds
to determine whether our results generalize across
a broader range of musical timbres.

Collecting data online necessarily introduces variabil-
ity that may affect results, including variation in the
quality of listening devices used by participants. To mit-
igate this, we aimed to recruit a large sample size and
incorporated a headphone check at the beginning of the
experiment. Although this does not provide control
over headphone quality, our results show significant,
systematic differences in ratings among stimuli for most
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of the semantic scales, suggesting that consistent
responses can be obtained with variation in headphone
quality. Furthermore, as discussed below, a portion of
our data replicates data collected in Reymore (in press),
a study that was carried out in a sound booth with
quality headphones and controlled volume. Both stud-
ies collected ratings on the same 20 semantic categories
for the oboe across registers, and results are remarkably
consistent despite the differences in platform (labora-
tory vs. online) and participant pool (music majors vs.
mixed, primarily nonmusicians).

Reymore (in press) collected ratings across four reg-
isters and three dynamic markings for the oboe and
French horn. The three dimensions in the current study
with the highest marginal R2 values (deep/thick/heavy,
sparkling/brilliant/bright, and shrill/harsh/noisy) also
appeared to be among the most important dimensions
for both the oboe and the horn in the previous study.
Several other dimensions overlap as important for both
instruments in that study and for the assessment across
eight instruments in the current study, including raspy/
grainy/gravelly, smooth/singing/sweet, open, and reso-
nant/vibrant. Reymore (in press) also shows converging
evidence that registral effects on semantic associations
can be instrument-specific; for example, the equivalent
dimensions to projecting/commanding/powerful and
watery/fluid were shown to be significantly affected by
register for the horn, but not for the oboe, while woody
and muted/veiled were significantly associated with reg-
ister for the oboe, but not for the horn. Interestingly, the
category including the term ‘‘nasal’’ did not
demonstrate significance across the eight instruments
in the current study but did so for the in press study,
for both oboe and horn. More specifically, however,
ratings for the oboe are similar across both studies, with
the lowest ratings for nasal/buzzy/pinched in the middle
registers, suggesting reliability across studies and fur-
ther suggesting that, as described earlier, it may be the
case that we did not observe a global significant effect
(across instruments) in the current study for nasal/
buzzy/pinched in part because different instruments
vary on these terms in different ways with respect to
register.

Hayes et al. (2022) further demonstrate that effects of
register on timbre-semantic associations can be context-
specific. Presented with a frequency modulation (FM)
synthesizer, sound designers were asked to create
a sound that has more or less of a given semantic attri-
bute (e.g., is rougher or less rough) than a played refer-
ence. Participants were then asked to rate the created
sound against the reference on additional semantic
attributes (e.g., how much thicker or less thick it is).

Reference sounds were presented at three registers, but
no significant relationship was found between stimulus
register and the semantic ratings. It is possible that the
use of comparative versus absolute (Reymore, in press;
Zacharakis et al., 2014; this study) ratings effectively
rendered any registral effects null. On the other hand,
their lack might be the result of the specific character-
istics of FM synthesis. The introduction of sidebands
both above and below the fundamental frequency of the
carrier operator during the synthesis task might have
falsely implied a lower or higher pitch/register, likely
due to interference between pitch height and auditory
brightness. In other words, in certain contexts percep-
tual interactions between pitch and timbre may obscure
semantic interactions between the two attributes.

How do our findings compare to the written dis-
course of orchestral timbre? A number of best-fit adjec-
tives in our study correspond to patterns gleaned from
a corpus of orchestration treatises (Wallmark 2019a).
For example, in the current study, the mid-register flute
was rated highest for smooth/singing/sweet and airy/
breathy, while ‘‘sweet’’ and ‘‘breathy’’ are among the
most common descriptors for the flute across the
orchestration corpus. Low trombone was the most
nasal/buzzy/pinched (‘‘nasal’’ is a top descriptor of the
trombone in the corpus), and low cello the most deep/
thick/heavy (‘‘deep’’ is a common cello adjective).
Besides these few convergences, the present findings
differ considerably from the corpus: in fact, none of the
top 10 corpus descriptors for the oboe, trumpet, and
violin were replicated in the current study. Perhaps this
lack of convergence is the result of the specific way in
which register was defined in the current study (Wall-
mark, 2019a, only examined descriptions at the level of
individual instruments); further, treatises were the
product of professional musicians, while the present
study drew upon ratings from a general global sample.

A more detailed examination that would account for
semantics in relation to different groupings of instru-
ments (for example, by orchestral family or Hornbostel-
Sachs category) remains elusive at this point and will
require more data in future studies. A related question
pertains to the extent to which instrument recognition
may affect semantic judgments, particularly regarding
semantic categories that are nominally associated with
an instrument’s material (i.e., woody and brassy/metal-
lic). Although we did not directly measure participant
instrument recognition ability, data collected from the
attention check questions suggest that between one half
and three quarters of our participants were able to rec-
ognize instruments to some extent. However, the results
do not show evidence that knowledge of an instrument’s
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material were driving ratings. For example, we did not
find instrument to be a significant predictor of ratings of
brassy/metallic. From Figure 2, it is apparent that in
some cases, we observed the opposite of what would
be expected if ratings were based on knowledge of the
instrument material. For example, all three registers of
the trombone and the high register of the violin received
about equal ratings on brassy/metallic, and the high
register of the trombone was judged to be woodier than
the high register of the violin. As another example, the
low register of the flute was considered to be woodier
than the low register of the oboe. However, it remains
plausible that prior knowledge may affect ratings, pos-
sibly more so with respect to the more typical middle
register sounds of an instrument, which are likely more
easily identifiable. The extent to which instrument
knowledge affects semantic judgments may also vary
by semantic category; such questions provide an
intriguing topic for future research.

The respective contributions of relative register and
pitch height also remain to be clarified, though our com-
parative modeling demonstrates that models using pitch
height rather than instrument register to predict semantic
ratings explain more of the variance and offer a signifi-
cantly improved model fit. In general, the pitch height-
only models tended to explain around twice as much
variance as did the register-only models. This is an
intriguing finding that challenges the intuitive assump-
tion that corresponding registers between instruments
would be more semantically similar than corresponding
notes. This finding contributes to developing under-
standing of the concept of metatimbres (Soden, 2020),
collections of timbres related by shared attributes—in
this case, pitch—that may lead them to be grouped per-
ceptually and semantically. Metatimbres may also be
organized around other shared attributes such as attack
quality, spectral composition, dynamic level/contour, and
so forth. Specifically, results from the comparative mod-
eling suggest that it is possible that pitch height may be
a greater influence on the perceptual organization of
metatimbres than register or instrument. As noted above,
however, this post hoc comparative approach has limita-
tions, in that the study was designed using stimuli equally
distributed by register but not pitch height, and that the
additional degrees of freedom in the pitch height-only
models have the potential to increase R2. Thus, we under-
stand our finding of the relative strength of pitch height
to provide a hypothesis for future experiments, rather
than a complete account. Future studies should explore
the many possibly relevant parameters for metatimbre by
directly testing the relative influences of pitch height,
register, and instrument.

Finally, acoustical modeling of listeners’ semantic pat-
terns will help further delineate the nature of semantic
interactions between timbre and pitch height/register.
For instance, in analyzing spectral envelopes from 50
sustained orchestral instruments sampled across their
entire range, Siedenburg et al. (2021) found complex
statistical dependencies between both pitch and register
and two key correlates of timbre perception, namely the
position of the envelope, as modeled by the spectral
centroid (Caetano et al., 2019) and spectral shape.

Conclusion

Overall, our results suggest that both instrument type
and fundamental frequency have crucial roles in deter-
mining a wide range of timbre-semantic associations.
While this may seem intuitive and in keeping with the
descriptions found in orchestration textbooks, it repre-
sents an advancement in the field of timbre semantics
research, which has tended to exclude register from the
discussion. Further, our study is the first of its kind
with the statistical power to detect small effects. Across
our group of eight varied instruments, most semantic
categories demonstrated a significant relationship with
both register and instrument. For some terms, register
explained more of the total variance in semantic rat-
ings, especially deep/thick/heavy, sparkling/brilliant/
bright, shrill/harsh/noisy, and raspy/grainy/gravelly.
Other categories, such as nasal/buzzy/pinched and sus-
tained/even, seemed to be driven more by instrument
(and likely other factors) than register. Results also
demonstrate that there can be differences in the types
of relationships that instruments have with register; for
example, the relationship between register and raspy/
grainy/gravelly is concave for the flute, with middle
register rated lower than the high and low registers,
but linear for the bass clarinet, where ratings decrease
as register increases.

In addition to the specific findings reported above,
we take the present study to be a proof of concept that
sound sources, in particular musical instruments, are
not necessarily the optimal ‘‘units’’ of timbre semantics
in research and creative practice. Common descrip-
tions such as ‘‘the oboe is nasal’’ and ‘‘the trumpet is
brilliant’’ are partial accounts, representing semantic
nuclei associated with prototypical subsets of the tim-
bres that such instruments are capable of producing.
Since each instrument represents ‘‘a constrained uni-
verse of timbres’’ (McAdams & Goodchild, 2017, p.
129), each also represents a constrained universe of
potential semantic associations, with vast potential for
meaningful variation within a single instrument and
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even vaster potential for meaningful correspondences
and interactions with other instruments. Composers
and musicians have long tapped into these potentials:
the challenge before us as researchers is to come to an
explicit understanding of mechanisms that have been
implicitly applied for centuries. In this study, we hope
to have provided a model of analysis that may be pro-
ductively applied to this end, which may help to mit-
igate the significant challenges posed by the
complexity of the many-to-many mappings underlying
semantic associations, the advanced cognitive pro-
cesses involved in relating attributes of sound to
extramusical domains, and the large degree of inter-
subjective variation bound to be encountered in any
area of musical interpretation. We anticipate that the
results, especially the timbral profiles provided by
mean ratings of semantic descriptors, will be useful
in composition and orchestration as well as for music
analysis, both in practice and in pedagogy. They may
also be informative for future research in timbre per-
ception—for example, in informing stimuli selection
and providing a foundation for conceptualizing

relationships between timbre-semantic associations
and register across instruments. Results also offer
a unique opportunity to begin analyzing the relative
contributions of pitch height and register in timbre
semantics.
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